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*Deal of the Month*

Trump Taj Mahal casino sold
for 4 cents on the dollar
Gaming Statistics
 2014 US Gambling Revenue: $102.3 B, ↑
from $91.9B (+11 %) in 2012
 2014 Indian Gaming Revenue: $54.9 B, 
from $54.56 B in 2012 (+.07%).
 2014 US Commercial Gambling
Revenue: $48.28 B, ↑ from $37.34 B in
2012 (+22.7%)
 Mar. ‘17 Las Vegas Gaming Revenue: $683.0
M, up from $613.4 M in Mar ‘16
(+1o.2%)
 Apr. ‘17 Atlantic City Gaming Revenue:
$190.9 M, down from $198.0 M in Apr ‘16
(-3.6%)
Related Links

Agilysys to Discuss Strategies to Increase Gaming Profitability on Panel at Tribal Casino & Hotel
Development Conference
ALPHARETTA, GA. -- Agilysys, Inc. (Nasdaq: AGYS), a global provider of next-generation hospitality software solutions and
services, today announced that tribal gaming executive Ryan Carrier will participate in a panel discussion at the ... read more

Connecticut to open casino development bidding to commercial developers
The Connecticut state legislature has held a hearing into a bill which, if passed, would open up bidding on a potential third casino
development to commercial developers....read more

Strip of Japan casinos could rival Las Vegas, others A worldwide gaming and hospitality consultant has issued a report that
says a strip of full-scale resorts on Osaka’s Yumeshima Island in Japan could generate $10.9 billion a year in gaming revenue and rival
Las Vegas, Macau and Singapore as a tourism destination....read more

New Oregon casino plan: Tribal leaders announce proposed 2021 opening in Salem SALEM -- The
Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians on Tuesday announced plans to spend $280 million to build a casino in Salem, beginning a long,
uncertain process of securing federal and state approval to construct a 140,000-square-foot casino and hotel on land. … .read more

Sheldon Adelson pitches Brazilian president on $8 billion casino RIO DE JANEIRO (JTA) — American Jewish
billionaire Sheldon Adelson met with Brazilian President Michel Temer and several government officials to pitch an $8 billion casino
project in Rio de Janeiro. marketers......read more

MGM Cotai to Generate $220 Million in 2018, Analysts Predict MGM Resorts is investing heavily around the world,
and that includes its Chinese arm, which is playing an integral role. Located on the Cotai Strip, Macau’s version of Las Vegas
Boulevard, the new property will offer 1,400 hotel rooms, a luxury spa, high-end retail shops, and 500,000 square feet of gaming space..
....read more

 American Gaming Association

Bill would remove Las Vegas neighborhood from gaming corridor

 Casino City

CARSON CITY — During the 1950s, a generation of musicians, pit bosses and servers who worked on the Strip settled in modest
homes that sprung up in the Beverly Green neighborhood east of Paradise Road. Whether those homes will remain or make way for the
next gaming development in Las Vegas is unknown. Assembly Bill 219 would change the boundaries of the Las Vegas Boulevard
gaming corridor to remove about 110 homes in Beverly Green from the gaming enterprise district.said... ...read more
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MGM Resorts Is In Buy Zone On Earnings; Las Vegas Sands Sales Met
GM Resorts (MGM) stock hit a buy point Thursday after topping Q1 estimates, while Las Vegas Sands (LVS) retreated further from an
entry as Q1 revenue met forecasts late Wednesday. Estimates: EPS to soar 81% to 29 cents as revenue jumps 19% to $2.63 billion.
Results: EPS of 36 cents on revenue of $2.71 billion. Domestic revenue jumped 29% to $2.09 billion, helped by the acquisition of the
Borgata Hotel Casino and Spa and the opening of the MGM National Harbor in December. MGM China revenue grew 7% to $502
million. ….read more
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Marquette Advisors is Pleased to Announce
Engagement by The State of Iowa Gaming and Racing Commission to Analyze The State of the Iowa Casino Gaming Industry
April 2017

